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T he legalization of recreational cannabis in Canada in 
October 2018 was the beginning of a policy experiment 
that has attracted worldwide attention. To support that 

experiment, the federal government has funded medical, scien-
tific and policy research,1 and committed itself to a national 
regu latory review in October 2021.2 But both research and review 
are made harder by provincial governments’ inadequate disclo-
sure of their data for sales of cannabis. Provinces and territories 
must become more transparent with those data to enable a clear 
understanding of the consequences of Canada’s cannabis legal-
ization policy and ways to improve it.

Although the federal government regulates cannabis produc-
tion and medical cannabis sales across the country — requiring 
all licensed producers to file monthly reports regarding their 
harvesting, processing and shipments through Health Canada’s 
Cannabis Tracking and Licensing System (CTLS)3  — provincial 
governments regulate sales of recreational cannabis within their 
respective jurisdictions. Each province or territory has a desig-
nated agency, such as Alberta Gaming, Liquor, and Cannabis or 
the Ontario Cannabis Store, that reports the jurisdiction’s recre-
ational sales to Health Canada, in both dollars and product vol-
ume terms, within 15 days of the end of each month. However, 
few of these data are currently made public. Health Canada 
posts national total sales volumes for both recreational and 
medical products on its website (https://www.canada.ca/en/
health-canada/services/drugs-medication/cannabis/research 
-data/market.html), but only the medical volumes are broken 
down by province and territory. Provincial and territorial agen-
cies are less transparent. Whereas some publish quarterly sales 
totals, several report only annually, and none disclose data on a 
monthly basis.

Not only is publication of the provincial and territorial data 
limited, many of the agencies also refuse requests for informa-
tion. For a 2020 research article that used government data to 
estimate monthly recreational sales in dollars per capita, 
grams per user and percentage share of kilograms or litres 
consumed,4 Health Canada could not release provincial break-
downs without provincial permission, and only 2  provinces 
subsequently shared their monthly data. Journalists’ requests 
for data are also often rebuffed. For example, Alberta’s chief 

medical officer suggested in July 2020 that cannabis use 
might have increased during lockdowns put in place because 
of the coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic. While Alberta’s 
monthly sales numbers could have shed light on that hypothe-
sis, Alberta Gaming, Liquor, and Cannabis refused to release 
them (www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/ alberta-health-liquor 
-cannabis-sales-no-actual-data-1.5612664).

This provincial secrecy contrasts starkly with the proactive 
disclosure practised by several states in the US. Colorado pub-
lishes monthly cannabis sales broken down by county,5 whereas 
Washington breaks down sales to the store level.6 Thus, for 
example, from October 2018 to March 2019, Colorado posted 
228  retail sales data points online and Washington provided 
2591, but Ontario released just 1. Furthermore, Washington 
allows researchers to analyze its (anonymized) sales databases 
that contain millions of retail and wholesale transactions.7

Making data available to such a level of detail enables better 
assessments of the impacts of legalization.8 Consider the basic 
regulatory question of how many cannabis stores to allow. Too 
few stores might mean users remain with illegal dealers, whereas 
too many shops might encourage greater usage. Washington’s 
detailed reporting allowed researchers to better understand that 
trade-off. One study showed that legalization itself did not lead 
to increased cannabis use but opening more stores did.9 Another 
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KEY POINTS
• Despite the many potential impacts of the legalization of 

cannabis in Canada, provincial and territorial governments’ 
poor disclosure of data about their recreational sales hinders 
researchers’ efforts to study the the medical and social effects 
of legalization.

• In the United States, jurisdictions such as Colorado and 
Washington are proactive in disclosing detailed cannabis sales 
data, which has helped researchers to gain understanding of the 
impacts of legalization to inform regulatory improvements. 

• To ensure that Canada’s 2021 regulatory review is fair and 
evidence-based, provinces and territories must make publicly 
available the recreational cannabis sales data that they already 
collect and supply to Health Canada, as a minimum. 
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found there were too few stores to ensure competition, meaning 
each shop had substantial influence over the purchasing behav-
iour of their customers.7 Neither study could currently be repli-
cated in most Canadian provinces.

Medical and social science researchers would likewise find 
detailed sales data helpful. The extent to which legalization may 
reduce physical harms to users or law enforcement harms to 
minorities, partly depends on how many existing users start buy-
ing products through regulated channels. Studies of the impacts 
of legalization on hospital admissions and visits to the emer-
gency department could especially benefit from sales data that 
are broken down by month and location.10 But such research cur-
rently relies instead on indirect measures of regional sales, such 
as counts of licensed stores.11

Detailed data are also useful when revising government regula-
tions.8 The Cannabis Act itself requires that a federal regulatory 
review begin in October 2021.2 But, it will be difficult for medical 
professionals, social justice advocates or economists to contribute 
meaningfully if just 3 annual data points are publicly available to 
analyze per province. Cannabis producers and retailers, however, 
will likely be well-prepared for the review, as they can draw upon 
their own sales databases to inform their arguments. An industry 
working group has already begun preparing a submission (https://
chamber.ca/committee/national-cannabis-working-group/) and 
will likely request relaxed advertising regulations to let firms “market 
to the noncannabis consumer” (www.thegrowthop.com/cannabis 
-news/cannabis-beverage-challenge-can-cannabis-beverages 
-overcome-the-tobaccoization-of-cannabis).

Therefore, the national regulatory review risks having 
3  unequal groups: federal officials, who can access extensive 
Health Canada records; industry representatives, who can rely 
on their own data; and all other stakeholders, who will have little 
access to either.

To enhance public understanding of the outcomes of canna-
bis legalization in Canada and avoid this skewed situation, pro-
vincial and territorial governments must become more transpar-
ent with their cannabis data. At a minimum, they should begin 
posting online the monthly data they already report to Health 
Canada, within the same 15-day window. This would include 
total sales in both dollar and product volume terms, broken 
down by major product category. Ideally, each province would 
go further by providing breakdowns of monthly sales at the indi-
vidual municipality or census area level, as in Colorado and 
Washington. They could also invite researchers to access, subject 
to consumer privacy protections, their large sales databases.

An open government approach of providing frequent detailed 
disclosure of cannabis data would allow more interested parties 
to conduct their own analyses and thereby provide insight 

into this complex policy experiment. That in turn could help 
health care organizations and other stakeholders advocate for 
evidence-based regulatory improvements in October 2021.
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